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SPOTLIGHT ON AUSTRALIA: MINOTTI SYDNEY AND MINOTTI
MELBOURNE

The result of the long-standing collaboration between the Minotti and Engelen families, the latter

having been at the helm of Dedece for over 40 years, the Minotti Sydney and Minotti Melbourne

flagship stores host a vast selection of indoor and outdoor furniture from the current collection within

an elegant modern architecture.

Large floor-to-ceiling windows, concrete floors and walls, large columns and exposed beams painted

white characterise Minotti Sydney, bringing to life an environment with an ultra-bright industrial feel,

enhanced by discreet yet striking decorative details.

Pairs of panels in white plaster and black larch divide the entire volume of the store, dialoguing to

create an interesting interplay of overlaps and perspectives that makes the showroom layout dynamic:

a trail of discovery featuring the Connery and Blazer seating systems by Rodolfo Dordoni and the

other furnishings in the 2020 Collection. The extremely rational division of the space is further enhanced

by the presence of a sophisticated, two-sided fireplace in the centre, positioned lengthways.

Refined settings with an industrial vibe also characterise Minotti Melbourne. Located near the well-

known Melbourne Central Business District, the flagship store features very high ceilings and windows

of no less than 5 metres. A large open space spanning two levels, connected by a stunning spiral

staircase in metal, whose curves contrast with the clean design of the wooden fireplace decorated with

an original graphic “tatami” pattern.  

Grey concrete floors and wood panelling in mink-coloured larch, alternated with slats in black brushed

oak, breathe life into an elegant atmosphere where everything combines to offer an exciting

presentation of the main solutions offered by the 2020 Collection. These include the Torii and

Sunray seating systems, respectively by Nendo and Rodolfo Dordoni, the latter accompanied by the

Fynn Outdoor seats by GamFratesi, enhanced by a bright green fabric that recalls the shades of the

surrounding landscape.

True “oases of design” in two of the most dynamic metropolises in the world, for a unique, personalised

experience of the brand’s inimitable lifestyle.
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